MWs: Buildings & Structures

层 / 層  
céng
Floor (such as 10 story building, i.e. 10 “floors” of a building)

场 / 場  
chǎng
Field, Open Public Space (such as a game, a party, etc.)

栋 / 棟  
dòng
Tall building.

堵  
 dù
Wall (such as a wall, firewall, etc.)

家  
jiā
Place of Work (such as a store, a bank, a company, etc.)

间 / 間  
jiān
Room (such as guest room, bedroom, etc.)

面  
miàn
Wall (such as a wall). 面(miàn) means “face.” It refers to one side of a wall or a panel of wall.

所  
suǒ
Multi-Building Complex (such as a hospital, a university, etc.)

座  
zuò
Large Stationary Structure (such as a mountain, an island, a water tower, a bridge, etc.)